1) Report from Charles Placek, ND Commissioner
   a. Council membership.
      1. Heidi Smith, DOCR victim advocate, was appointed as council victim advocate.
      2. State Representative replacement for Duane DeKrey
   b. August 2013 ICAOS annual business meeting in Boston, MA.
   c. Issues facing ND in the oil patch.

2) Interstate Compact 2013 proposed rule changes
   a. Rule 1.101 revised definitions – abscond, warrant and violent offender (Rule 5.102)
   b. Rule 2.105 (amendment) misdemeanors
   c. Rule 3.xxx (new) reporting instructions, offender released on parole detainer
   d. Rule 3.101-1 (amendment) mandatory transfers
   e. Rule 3.103 (amendment) reporting instructions, offender living in receiving state
   f. Rule 3.104 (amendment) time allowed for transfer investigation
   g. Rule 3.104-1 (amendment) accepting offender/issuing reporting instructions
   h. Rule 3.106 (amendment) expedited reporting instructions
   i. Rule 3.107 (amendment) transfer request
   j. Rule 4.109 (amendment) violation reports
   k. Rule 4.111 (amendment) return to sending state
   l. Rule 4.112 (amendment) closing supervision
   m. Rule 5.101 (amendment) discretionary retaking by sending state
   n. Rule 5.101-1 (new) pending felony or violent crime charge
   o. Rule 5.102 (amendment) mandatory retaking for new felony and combines with
      Rule 5.103-2 mandatory retaking for violent offenders/violent crimes
   p. Rule 5.103 (amendment) mandatory retaking for violating conditions
   q. Rule 5.105 (amendment) time allowed for retaking offender
   r. Rule 5.108 (amendment) probable cause hearing in receiving state
   s. Rule 6.103 (amendment) enforcement actions against defaulting state

3) Rules Training
   a. District Court Judges in November 2012
   b. Parole/Probation new staff throughout the year
   c. Municipal Court Judges requested training (specifically misdemeanor) in Fall 2013
      (municipal court clerks should be included if misdemeanor rule remains in effect)
   d. Strategies and goals for ongoing/future training needs

4) Interstate Compact Offender Tracking System (ICOTS)
   a. Public web portal at https://pwp.interstatecompact.org/PWP/. This Web site allows
      the public to search for information about offenders who have completed the
      transfer process to another state or are in another state with permission while the
      transfer of supervision is under consideration.
   b. Interstate compact activity
   c. 2013 ND audit

5) Open discussion, roundtable
   a. Retaking issue on sex offender without probable cause process
   b. Indian reservation restrictions in other states
   c. Unsupervised vs monitored conditions, what qualifies as monitored conditions?
The Interstate Compact State Council convened at 10:00 a.m. on May 21, 2013 in the Department of Corrections conference room.

Members present:
   Leann Bertsch, Director, DOCR
   Judge Donald Jorgenson
   Senator Stanley Lyson
   Charles Placek, ND Commissioner

Members absent:
   Mr. Wade Enget

Staff present:
   Ken Sorenson, Assistant ND Attorney General
   Amy Vorachek, ND Compact Administrator, DOCR
   Janice Young, Deputy Compact Administrator, DOCR

1. Commissioner Placek announced the following:
      1. Heidi Smith, DOCR victim advocate, was appointed as council victim advocate.
      2. State Representative replacement for Duane DeKrey will be released by Legislative Council.
   b. August 2013 ICAOS annual business meeting in Boston, MA.
   c. Issues facing ND in the oil patch. In Mr. Enget’s absence, he wanted the council to be aware that they encounter many people committing a new crime in Mountrail County and, when pulling the criminal record, find out that they should be on probation in another state. This may be happening in other parts of the state due to the oil boom. Amy announced that western ND is not the only area being affected by oil country. We are seeing a rise on incoming transfers in eastern ND as well. This may be due in part to the housing shortage in oil country.

2. Interstate compact 2013 proposed rule changes were distributed and reviewed.
   a. Rule 1.101 revised definitions – abscond, warrant and violent offender
   b. Rule 2.105 (amendment) misdemeanors
   c. Rule 3.xxx (new) reporting instructions, offender released on parole detainer
   d. Rule 3.101-1 (amendment) mandatory transfers
   e. Rule 3.103 (amendment) reporting instructions, offender living in receiving state
   f. Rule 3.104 (amendment) time allowed for transfer investigation
   g. Rule 3.104-1 (amendment) accepting offender/issuing reporting instructions
   h. Rule 3.106 (amendment) expedited reporting instructions
   i. Rule 3.107 (amendment) transfer request
   j. Rule 4.109 (amendment) violation reports
   k. Rule 4.111 (amendment) return to sending state
   l. Rule 4.112 (amendment) closing supervision
   m. Rule 5.101 (amendment) discretionary retaking by sending state
n. Rule 5.101-1 (new) pending felony or violent crime charge
o. Rule 5.102 (amendment) mandatory retaking for new felony and combines with Rule 5.103-2 mandatory retaking for violent offenders/violent crimes
p. Rule 5.103 (amendment) mandatory retaking for violating conditions
q. Rule 5.105 (amendment) time allowed for retaking offender
r. Rule 5.108 (amendment) probable cause hearing in receiving state
s. Rule 6.103 (amendment) enforcement actions against defaulting state

3. Amy reported on rules training that was provided along with ongoing/future training needs.
   a. District Court Judges in November 2012
   b. Parole/Probation new staff throughout the year
   c. Municipal Court Judges requested training (specifically misdemeanor) in Fall 2013
   d. Commissioner Placek requested training for the jail administrators.

4. Janice reported on the Interstate Compact Offender Tracking System (ICOTS)
   a. The interstate compact public portal at https://pwp.interstatecompact.org/PWP/ that allows the public to search for information about offenders who have completed the transfer process to another state or are in another state with permission while the transfer of supervision is under consideration.
   b. Interstate compact activity. The 2012 state profile was reviewed (copy attached). ND current activity includes 563 incoming transfers and 767 outgoing transfers.
   c. 2013 ND audit resulted in 90% compliance. Two areas need improvement – submitting timely progress reports and replies to violation reports.

5. Roundtable – Janice reported that ND is working through an issue with unsupervised probation and monitored conditions. We are working directly with the sentencing court for clarification on imposed conditions.

The meeting adjourned at 12:15 p.m. The next meeting is scheduled for October 15, 2013 at 10:00 a.m.